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Performance Comparisons and Dynamic 
Incentives 

Margaret A. Meyer 
Nuffield College, Oxford University 

John Vickers 
Institute of Economics and Statistics, Oxford University 

It is well known that comparative performance information (CPI) 
can enhance efficiency in static principal-agent relationships by im- 
proving the trade-off between insurance and incentives in the de- 
sign of explicit contracts. In dynamic settings, however, there may 
be implicit as well as explicit incentives, for example, managerial 
career concerns and the ratchet effect in regulation. We show that 
the dynamic effects of CPI on implicit incentives can either rein- 
force or oppose the familiar (static) insurance effect and in either 
case can be more important for efficiency. The overall welfare ef- 
fects of CPI are thus ambiguous and can be characterized in terms 
of the underlying information structure. 

I. Introduction 

Incentive theory has shown that comparative performance informa- 
tion can improve incentives and efficiency in principal-agent rela- 
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tionships.' The ability to compare the performance of one agent 
with that of others increases the precision with which efforts can be 
estimated and thereby improves the terms of the trade-off between 
insurance and efficiency in designing incentives for a risk-averse 
agent. Insofar as competition yields comparative performance infor- 
mation, this insurance effect is a way in which competition can pro- 
mote productive efficiency. In sum, competition can "provide a 
richer information base on which to write contracts" (Holmstrom 
and Tirole 1989, p. 96). 

But not all incentives are created by design. Managers in firms, 
for example, may be motivated not only by explicit contractual links 
between pay and performance, but also because good performance 
will enhance the managerial labor market's perception of their pro- 
ductivity and hence improve their future earnings. This reputation 
effect is a type of implicit incentive, as distinct from explicit incentives 
in the form of pay contractually determined by current perfor- 
mance. Another well-known type of implicit incentive is the ratchet 
effect. The incentives of, say, a regulated firm to cut costs will be weak- 
ened if the firm anticipates that the regulator will respond by bring- 
ing down price. In this setting, the implicit incentives discourage 
effort. 

In dynamic incentive problems, unless the designer of incentives 
has full powers of precommitment, in which case a dynamic incen- 
tive problem becomes essentially static, implicit incentives such as 
the ratchet effect are potentially important even when explicit incen- 
tives can be provided. The reason is that current performance affects 
not only the current reward but also the terms of the future explicit 
incentive contract. In such settings, overall effective incentives are the 
sum of explicit and implicit incentives.2 

The question arises, then, of how comparative performance infor- 
mation influences effective incentives and welfare in dynamic princi- 
pal-agent relationships. The aim of this paper is to answer this ques- 
tion in a very simple framework and, in particular, to explore how 
comparative performance information influences the ratchet effect 
(which turns out to be more fundamental than the reputation effect, 
as will be explained below). Our general conclusion is that the dy- 

'Holmstrom (1982b), Mookherjee (1984), and Meyer and Mookherjee (1987) 
analyze general forms of comparative performance evaluation; Lazear and Rosen 
(1981), Green and Stokey (1983), Nalebuff and Stiglitz (1983), and Rosen (1986) 
focus exclusively on tournaments. 

2 Implicit incentives of the type we analyze arise when a principal has some ex 
post discretion as to how to respond to an agent's performance and learns from 
current performance about future performance. A broader notion of implicit incen- 
tives would include all incentives enforced through repeated interactions (as in, e.g., 
Baker, Gibbons, and Murphy [1994]). 
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namic effect of comparative performance information can either re- 
inforce or oppose the familiar (static) insurance effect and in either 
case can be more important for efficiency. Whereas comparative per- 
formance information is always beneficial in static settings and when 
full recommitment is possible, we show here that it has ambiguous 
welfare consequences, which depend on the underlying information 
structure, in dynamic settings when precommitment powers are lim- 
ited. Most agency relationships in practice fall into this latter cate- 
gory. 

Since the availability of comparative performance information is 
just one example of an improvement in information, our analysis 
illustrates a still more general lesson about the value of better infor- 
mation in dynamic agency relationships. When incentives are pro- 
vided wholly or partly by implicit mechanisms, better information 
does not necessarily increase welfare because better information can 
weaken implicit incentives.' 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present two 
examples, which abstract from risk aversion and the design of ex- 
plicit incentives, each of which shows that the incentive effects of 
comparative performance information are ambiguous when implicit 
incentives are present. We provide a simple characterization of these 
effects in terms of the correlation between agents' time-invariant fea- 
tures (e.g., their intrinsic productivities) relative to that between 
time-independent shocks (e.g., performance measurement errors). 
Depending on the relative sizes of these correlations, the introduc- 
tion of comparative performance information will either raise or 
lower the weight attached to an agent's current performance in de- 
termining his future payoff. The first example illustrates how com- 
parative performance information influences the reputation effect 
in a model of managerial career concerns. The second shows how 
it influences the ratchet effect in a model of yardstick regulation. 
Comparative performance information has very different-indeed 
opposite-effects in the two examples. This contrast can neverthe- 
less be explained using a more general framework that allows for 
differences in agents' bargaining power and for differences in their 
rate of direct current gain from improvements in performance. 

In Section III, we analyze a still more general model that allows 
for the design of explicit incentives within periods but limited pre- 
commitment between periods, risk aversion on the part of agents, 

3Using different types of incentive models, Besley and Case (1995), Cremer 
(1995), and Zwiebel (1995) also examine the impact of improvements in informa- 
tion when precommitment powers are limited and find, as we do, that welfare may 
decline. 
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and arbitrary degrees of bargaining power for agents. First, we show 
that, in contrast to Section II, the efficiency consequences of com- 
parative performance information are independent of agents' bar- 
gaining power and hence independent of the strength of the reputa- 
tion effect. The reason for this result, put loosely, is that it is costless, 
and therefore optimal, to design explicit incentives exactly to offset 
differences in bargaining power. By contrast, the efficiency conse- 
quences of comparative performance information do depend on its 
impact on the ratchet effect: whereas explicit incentives can be de- 
signed to offset any intensification of the ratchet effect, such an ad- 
justment lowers welfare because it imposes more risk on the agents. 
We then analyze in detail the impact of comparative performance 
information on effort incentives, risk, and overall efficiency. We de- 
compose its overall welfare impact into a static effect (the insurance 
gain) and a dynamic effect (the ratchet gain/loss) and examine how 
these effects depend on the information structure. We show that the 
dynamic effect can be larger in magnitude than the static effect, 
whether it reinforces or opposes it. 

The analysis in Section III can apply to a principal who must de- 
cide, prior to contracting with an agent, whether or not to acquire 
comparative performance information. For example, a firm may be 
deciding whether to institute a policy of benchmarking, which would 
involve choosing another company with a related technology and 
comparing its own employees' performance with that at the bench- 
mark company. Or division managers may be deciding whether to 
adopt a policy of sharing information about their subordinates' per- 
formances. In other settings, a principal may not be able to prevent 
herself from observing and using comparative performance informa- 
tion, but she may have some control over its information content. 
Consider, for example, a manager with several subordinates. 
Through choices about how to monitor, as well as about hiring and 
training policies (whether to hire individuals with similar or differ- 
ent education and experience, and whether they should receive simi- 
lar or different training), she can affect the correlations between 
performance measurement errors and between employees' time-in- 
variant features. The analysis in Section III shows how welfare de- 
pends on these correlations. 

Section IV discusses applications and extensions of the analysis, 
and Section V presents a conclusion. 

II. Comparative Performance Information and 
Implicit Incentives 

In this section, we present two contrasting examples of how compar- 
ative performance information (CPI) affects implicit incentives un- 
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der moral hazard. The first is a model of managerial career concerns 
based on the analysis of Holmstrom (1982a), but with the addition 
of relative performance evaluation. The second is a model of yard- 
stick regulation and the ratchet effect. 

A. Relative Performance Evaluation and Managerial 
Career Concerns 

Fama (1980) and Holmstrom (1982a) have argued that, even in the 
absence of explicit incentive contracts, managers will have some mo- 
tivation to work hard because doing so improves their reputation 
in the labor market and hence their future earnings. We begin by 
describing a simple version of Holmstrom's one-agent model. There 
are two time periods, and there is no discounting. A risk-neutral 
manager, M, has utility function 

U= w1 - C(el) + w2 - C(e2), 

where w, is M's wage in period t, et is his effort level, and C(.) is a 
strictly convex cost-of-effort function with C'(0) = 0. The output of 
M in period t, at any firm, is x, = et + a + ut, where a is a time- 
invariant characteristic of M (his ability, say) and u, is a transient 
shock (measurement error, say). The information structure is as fol- 
lows: et is privately chosen by M in period t; x, is publicly observed 
at the end of that period; a, uI, and u2, which are initially unknown 
to all, are normally distributed with mean zero and uncorrelated 
with one another; and ul and u2 have equal variances. A useful mea- 
sure of the relative variances of a and ut is 

= var(a) 
var (a) + var (ut) 

which is larger, the larger the signal-to-noise ratio in observations of 
x, about a. Explicit incentive contracts linking w, to x, are assumed 
to be impossible. Thus M has no incentive to exert effort in period 
2, and so e2 = 0. 

In period 1, however, M has an implicit incentive to exert effort, 
insofar as doing so increases M's reputation for ability and hence 
W2. With perfect competition between risk-neutral employers to hire 
M in period 2, it will be the case that W2 = E(x2IxI), which equals 
E(alxl) given that e2 = 0. Under our assumptions, it is a standard 
result that E(a I xI) is a weighted average of (i) the prior mean of 
ability (here taken to be zero) and (ii) period 1 output (adjusted to 
account for the contribution of M's period 1 effort), the weight on 
the latter term being T. Thus W2 = (x -el), where e'l is the labor 
market's conjecture about period 1 effort. The first-order condition 
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for M's choice of el is simply C'(el) = X < 1. Thus the larger X is, 
the stronger the "reputation effect" on M's incentives. Note that 
this first-order condition is independent of e'l. With rational expecta- 
tions in the managerial labor market, e'l will satisfy this equation. 

Since the social marginal benefit of effort is one, the efficient 
effort level satisfies C'(e*) = 1, so the equilibrium effort level is al- 
ways lower than optimal. The larger the variance of prior beliefs 
about ability or the smaller the variance of measurement error, the 
easier it is for M, by increasing his effort, to influence the market's 
estimate of his ability, and hence the stronger the implicit effort 
incentives. 

How does CPI affect incentives in this setting? Suppose now that 
there is a second manager with symmetric preferences and technol- 
ogy, and that firms can base their wage offers to each manager on 
both managers' previous outputs. Suppose also that managers 
choose their efforts noncooperatively. Using i and j subscripts to dif- 
ferentiate between the managers, let r = corr (ai, a) denote the 
correlation between their time-invariant characteristics and let p = 

corr(utj, uy1) denote the correlation between the transient shocks to 
their measured performance in each period. There is zero correla- 
tion between each pair of a and u terms and zero temporal correla- 
tion between the u's. Henceforth, "CPI" refers to the case in which 
at least one of r and p is nonzero. (If r = p = 0, observations on 
manager j are uninformative about manager i.) 

It remains true that e2i = 0 and that w2j equals the conditional 
expectation of aj, but that expectation is now conditional on xlj as 
well as x1j. Given our assumptions, the variables aj, xli, and xlj have 
a multivariate normal distribution with covariance matrix propor- 
tional to 

'nT K 1 

where K = (1 - t) p + tr is the "cross-section" correlation between 
x1i and x1j. Bayesian updating (which is analogous, in this setting, to 
standard ordinary least squares methods; see, e.g., Theil [1971, chap. 
4]) yields 

W2i = E(a I x1j, x1j) = [(1-rK) (Xli -eli) 

+ (i1 
- 

K) (Xlj - e-lj) 
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By the same reasoning as before, manager i's first-period effort level 
when CPI is available solves 

C'(e1i) =' =V! 1. 
(1 -XIK 

Comparing this with the single-manager case, we have the following 
proposition. 

PROPOSITION 1. In the managerial career concerns model, effort 
incentives and efficiency are greater with performance comparisons 
than without if and only if K(p - al) > 0. 

If the managers' performances are positively correlated (i.e., if 
K > 0), the condition is simply whether or not p > rX. To gain some 
intuition for proposition 1, consider first the special case ri = 0 and 
p ? 0. Comparative performance information improves effort incen- 
tives because the observation of x1j effectively reduces the variance 
of the "noise" uji and so increases the weight on x1i in estimating 
aj. This is reminiscent of the insurance effect of CPI in a static princi- 
pal-agent model with explicit incentives (see Sec. IIIA below): there, 
observation ofj's output increases the precision with which i's effort 
is estimated, leading the principal to impose stronger incentives. On 
the other hand, if ri ? 0 and p = 0, the observation of x1j effectively 
reduces the "prior" variance of ability ai and so reduces the weight 
on x1i in estimating aj. (This effect has no counterpart in a static 
model with explicit incentives.) 

Manager i's period 2 wage w2i is decreasing (increasing) in man- 
ager j's period 1 output x1j, according as p > (<) A. If p > rl, there 
is a negative externality between managers and some rivalry between 
them. Again, this is qualitatively similar to the optimal contract with 
CPI in a static model. If rj > p, there is a positive externality, and 
each manager free-rides to some degree on the efforts of the other to 
enhance reputation. This free-riding helps explain why CPI worsens 
incentives if i(rj - p) > 0 and has no counterpart in a static setting 
with explicit incentives. 

Thus, when incentives are provided by career concerns, the use 
of CPI in determining wages is sensitive to precisely how managers' 
performances are related and can differ from its use when all incen- 
tives are explicit. These findings may have implications for the inter- 
pretation of empirical work on relative performance evaluation (An- 
tle and Smith 1986; Gibbons and Murphy 1990). 

When incentives are provided entirely by explicit contracts, effi- 
ciency can never be reduced by CPI because the principal could 
always commit to ignoring the extra information. In contrast, when 
incentives are provided by career concerns, efficiency depends not 
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on how much information is available to firms but on how much 
weight they place on an agent's output in estimating his ability. 

B. Yardstick Regulation and the Ratchet Effect 

A major problem in the economics of monopoly regulation is that 
a regulated firm's incentive to reduce costs is blunted if the price 
that it is allowed to charge is reduced in line with its cost level. Yard- 
stick regulation-the linking of one monopolist's permitted price 
level to the cost levels of firms in similar conditions (e.g., monopo- 
lists in other regions) -seeks to overcome this problem (see Shleifer 
1985). In static models in which the regulator can explicitly condi- 
tion price on cost levels, yardstick regulation is beneficial because, 
by improving the regulator's information, it lessens the cost of pro- 
viding incentives for firms (in a manner analogous to the insurance 
effect described earlier). In practice, however, CPI is sometimes used 
not in explicit price controls but only at times of regulatory review 
when price levels are set for the next period ahead (see Armstrong, 
Cowan, and Vickers 1994, chap. 6). In such cases, yardstick regula- 
tion is implicit rather than explicit, as it were. It is not our purpose 
to explain why yardstick regulation sometimes takes this form, but 
rather to analyze its consequences in a simple model. Of particular 
interest is the way in which CPI influences the "ratchet effect": the 
ratchet effect describes the dampening of a firm's incentives to re- 
duce current costs because of its anticipation that future price reduc- 
tions will result. 

Consider first a single risk-neutral regulated firm that faces inelas- 
tic demand for one unit. Its production cost level in period t = 1, 
2 is 

ct= k - xt= k - (a + et + ut), 

where k is a known constant, and xt and its components are as in 
the model in subsection A. We shall call a the firm's "intrinsic effi- 
ciency" rather than "ability" in this context.4 The cost-of-effort func- 
tion C(et) is also as above. The firm's objective is to maximize the 
undiscounted sum of revenues minus total costs (i.e., production 
costs plus effort costs). 

We shall assume that the regulator's policy is to set price (and 
hence revenue) pt in period t equal to the firm's expected total costs 

'Since the regulator and firm begin with identical beliefs about a, our analysis 
of the ratchet effect involves moral hazard but not adverse selection. In contrast, 
Freixas, Guesnerie, and Tirole (1985) and Laffont and Tirole (1993) and the refer- 
ences therein study the ratchet effect in models with adverse selection. 
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in that period, conditional on past information.5 In particular, 

P2 = k - E(aIxi) - e2 + C(e^2), 

where e2 is the regulator's conjecture about the firm's period 2 cost- 
reduction effort. Since nothing further happens after period 2, the 
firm will choose e2 to maximize x2-C(e2), so effort in period 2 will 
be efficient. In period 1, however, the first-order condition for cost- 
reduction effort is 

C'(eI) = 1- T ' 1. 

Effort in the first period has a marginal benefit of one to the firm 
in that period because price pi is fixed and unit production cost cl 
falls, but a marginal cost of X in period 2 because of the unfavorable 
impact on P2. This latter effect is precisely the ratchet effect. In con- 
trast to the managerial career concerns model, low X is good for 
incentives and efficiency in this regulation model. Thus, for exam- 
ple, more precise prior information about intrinsic efficiency is good 
because less weight is then given to xi in setting P2. 

Suppose now that the regulator can observe the performance of 
a second firm in symmetric circumstances and that firms choose ef- 
forts noncooperatively. As before, let 1l be the correlation between 
intrinsic efficiency levels and let p be the correlation between tran- 
sient shocks. Using the same reasoning as before, we get 

C'(eli) = 1 -( = 1- ) 1 

when yardstick regulation is used. As to the effect of CPI, we have 
the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 2. In the yardstick regulation model, effort incen- 
tives and efficiency are greater with performance comparisons than 
without if and only if iK(p - a) < 0. 

This is precisely the opposite of the condition in proposition 1. 
In the yardstick regulation model, CPI is harmful if it leads to an 
increase in the weight on first-period performance in forming expec- 

5If the firm had the option of refusing to produce in period 2, then given the 
pricing policy described, it would actually prefer, in period 1, to follow a "take-the- 
money-and-run" strategy: working hard (at the socially efficient level) in the first 
period, in the knowledge that it would shut down in the second. However, in prac- 
tice, the period 2 price set by the regulator is likely to cover not just period 2 costs 
but also sunk costs incurred earlier. As long as this "deferred compensation" is 
large enough, it will ensure that the firm prefers to produce in both periods, choos- 
ing efforts as described below, rather than adopt the take-the-money-and-run 
strategy. 
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tations in period 2, whereas in the managerial career concerns 
model, such a change makes CPI desirable. 

C. A Simple Framework Encompassing the Reputation 
and Ratchet Effects 

The contrast between propositions 1 and 2 can be traced to two 
differences that are of more general importance. The first is that 
the manager in subsection A and the regulated firm in subsection 
B are in very different positions in terms of their period 2 bargaining 
power. Because of competition between employers for his services, 
the manager gains (or loses) all of the upward (or downward) revi- 
sion of his expected ability level-in short, of his reputation-that 
occurs at the end of period 1. In the regulation model, on the other 
hand, all of this expected gain (or loss) is borne by the regulator 
(or rather consumers) and none by the firm since the regulator sets 
price so that the firm's expected profit is zero. The larger the agent's 
period 2 bargaining power, the stronger the reputation effect on 
implicit incentives. 

The second key difference is that the regulated firm makes a di- 
rect current profit gain one-for-one as unit cost decreases. The man- 
ager, on the other hand, makes zero direct current wage gain as 
output increases. 

We can summarize and generalize these differences as follows. Let 
b denote agent i's bargaining power-the share the agent receives 
of changes in his reputation E(a I x1j, x1j) -and let d, denote agent 
i's rate of direct current gain from changes in performance xg. Then 
agent i's period 2 compensation depends on the variables x1j, xi1, 
and x2i through the terms bE(a Ixij, x1j) + d2[x2i - E(x2iIx i, x1j)]. 
Thus the overall marginal benefit to agent i of first-period effort- 
the effective first-period incentive-is d, + (b -d2) N. The first term 
is the direct effect in period 1, and the second term, (b - d2) 14, is 
the implicit incentive representing the effect of period 1 effort on 
period 2 payoffs. The reputation effect, which raises incentives, is 
measured by bNi, and the ratchet effect, which dampens incentives, 
is measured by d2Ni. For the manager, b = 1 and d, = 0: the reputa- 
tion effect is present whereas the ratchet effect is absent, and the 
marginal benefit of period 1 effort is Nf. For the regulated firm, b = 
0 and d, = 1. So only the ratchet effect is present, and the marginal 
benefit of first-period effort is 1 - Mi. 

The introduction of CPI alters the weight, NMr that the principal 
places on the agent's period 1 performance in estimating the agent's 
intrinsic productivity, so CPI causes the reputation and ratchet ef- 
fects either to increase or to decrease together. However, since these 
effects push incentives in opposite directions, CPI has opposite im- 
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pacts on incentives in the two models described above. More gener- 
ally, this framework suggests that whether CPI strengthens or weak- 
ens implicit incentives depends not only on whether it raises or 
lowers Mr, but also on the relative sizes of the reputation and ratchet 
effects. 

While this framework integrates the models of the previous two 
subsections, it nevertheless has serious limitations. It has no role for 
the design of explicit contracts. Also, by assuming risk neutrality, it 
assumes away the insurance value of CPI. More broadly, it ignores 
the value of CPI for improving ex post decisions. The analysis that 
follows addresses these issues and shows that they have a significant 
impact on the efficiency consequences of CPI. 

III. A Model of Implicit and Explicit Incentives 

Agent Ai works for the firm of principal P, who can also observe the 
performance of another agent, A1. Agents Ai and Ai behave nonco- 
operatively. The setting of optimal incentives for Ai, which is the 
focus of our analysis, is unaffected by whether Ai is also employed 
by P. The technology and information structure are very similar to 
those of the model of Section IIA. 

The output of Ak, k = i, j, in period t = 1, 2, at any firm, is 

Xtk = etk + ak + Utk, (1) 

where etk is Ak's privately chosen effort level in period t, ak is a time- 
invariant characteristic (of Ak or of the job he performs in both pe- 
riods), and utk is a transient shock to measured output. In each pe- 
riod, the cost of effort e to each agent is C(e) = 1/2e2. The random 
terms ak and uk are initially unknown to all and have the following 
distributions: 

ak N(O, -ra2), utk N(O, (1 - r)62), k j, (2) 

corr(ai, a1) = 1a, corr(uti, utj) = p. 

There is zero correlation between ai and utk and between aj and utk 
(k = i, j), and there is zero temporal correlation between the utk 
terms. The expressions below for variances follow from these as- 
sumptions:6 

var(x&k) = 2, k = i,j, (3a) 

var (x l xtj) = (1 -2 )a2) V2V1 2, (3b) 

'The Appendix contains the derivations of equations (3d), (4), (20), and (21), 
as well as proofs of the main propositions in the paper. The fact that the conditional 
variances in (3b)-(3d) are independent of the realizations of the conditioning vari- 
ables is a feature of the multivariate normal distribution. 
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where 

K = Tj + p (1 -), 

var(x2 Ixli) = (1- T2) a2, (3c) 

var(x2iIXi, X1j, X2j) = (1 + y)(1 - t)(1 - p2) f2 =v_ a2, (3d) 
where y = cov(x2i, xliI xlj, x2>) /var (xii I x1j, x2>) is the coefficient on 
x1i in the expectation E(x2iI x1i, x1j, x2>). The expression for this coef- 
ficient, which will have central importance in the analysis, is 

p= 1 + 2(1-a) 
N 

e [0, 1], (4) 

where 

N= (p - )(p + ), 

D= (1- p2)(1 + r) + 2-rN: 0. 

All firms are risk-neutral and, in their dealings with Ai, maximize 

E(xli) - E(w1i) + E(x2i) - E(w2i) = ei- E(w1i) + e2i- E(w2i), (5) 

where wti is the wage paid to Ai in period t. Agent Ai is risk-averse 
and has the constant absolute risk aversion utility function 

Ui =-exp{-r[wli - 1/2(ei,) 2 + w2i - 1/2(e2i)2] (6) 

All firms can observe x,, and xy at the end of period t. 
We make two assumptions about contracting possibilities. First, 

only one-period contracts are enforceable.7 Second, one-period con- 
tracts take the linear form8 

wti = at + xtti + EtXy. (7) 

Given the normality assumptions in (2) and the linearity of con- 
tracts in (7), it follows from (6) that Ai's expected utility has the 
certainty equivalent 

E(w1i) - 1/2(eli)2 + E(22)- 1/2(e2i 2-'/2rvar(wli + W2i)=AGE. (8) 

The timing of events in the relationship between P and Ai is as 
follows. First, the period 1 contract (i.e., a,, PI, and EI) is set by P. 
Then e1i is chosen privately by Ai and elj by Aj. Then x1j, x1j, and w1, 
are determined. Next, the period 2 contract (i.e., a2, 02, and E2) is 

7When firms have identical technologies, the optimal sequence of one-period 
contracts yields exactly the same efforts and welfare as the optimal renegotiation- 
proof long-term contract (see Gibbons and Murphy 1992). 

8 See Holmstrom and Milgrom (1987, 1991) or Milgrom and Roberts (1992, chap. 
7) for a justification of the restriction to linear contracts in similar models. 
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set by P. Then e2i is chosen by Ai and e2j by Aj, and finally x2i, x2>, 
and w2j are determined. 

In setting the contracts, P must observe three types of constraints. 
First, there are the incentive compatibility constraints: Ai will choose 
e1i and e2i to maximize his expected utility. Thus C'(e2i) = e2i = 1-2, 

and e1i will be chosen with a view to its effect on w2i as well as on w1, 
(see below). The second type of constraint on P is the time-consis- 
tency constraint that, at the start of period 2, she will set the contract 
terms for that period to maximize her expected payoff using the 
information gained from period 1. 

Third, there are participation constraints for Ai: at the start of 
each period, entering or continuing the relationship with P must 
offer Ai expected utility at least as high as his reservation level. Agent 
Ai's reservation level at the start of period 1 is exogenous, so the 
period 1 participation constraint can be written as ACE ' ii, where 
ACE is given by (8) and i is a constant. Agent Ai's period 2 reserva- 
tion utility, however, is influenced by his (and by Aj's) performance 
in the first period. Good performance by Ai improves his outside 
options, as in the model of managerial career concerns in Section 
IIA. In particular, competition in contracts among the identical 
firms for Ai's services in period 2 implies that for every unit increase 
in the total period 2 certainty equivalent, Ai's period 2 reservation 
utility, expressed in certainty equivalent terms, increases by one unit. 
(Period 2 certainty equivalents are evaluated conditional on period 
1 outputs x1i and x1j.) Thus Ai in effect has all the period 2 bargaining 
power in this setting. It is illuminating, however, to consider a more 
general form of the period 2 participation constraint: that for every 
unit increase in the total period 2 certainty equivalent, Ai's period 
2 reservation certainty equivalent increases by bE [O, 1 ]. The parame- 
ter b can be seen as a measure of Ai's period 2 bargaining power.9 

9 A reservation utility constraint of this form with b < 1 might be implied by (i) 
a bargaining game between P and Ai in period 2, in contrast to the scenario of 
perfect competition among firms described above, or (ii) period 2 competition 
among firms, but with the sensitivity of Ai's period 2 output to his intrinsic productiv- 
ity being lower in the event that he changes firms. If one were to develop a model 
along the lines of point ii, one would need to recognize the possibility that if Ai's 
expected productivity after period 1 were extremely low, it would be efficient ex 
post for him to change firms. However, that possibility would be of negligible impor- 
tance as long as the gap between his ex ante expected outputs at Ps firm and at 
other firms (or the fixed cost of changing firms) were large in relation to a2. In 
modeling point ii, one would also have to be mindful of the take-the-money-and- 
run problem mentioned in n. 5 above. That problem would not exist if Ai received 
a sufficiently large lump-sum payment in period 2 for remaining with his period 1 
firm, e.g., a deferred payment, which would be part of a renegotiation-proof two- 
period contract, as discussed by Laffont and Tirole (1990). In fact, the outcome 
derived in subsection B below is the same as the outcome of the optimal renegotia- 
tion-proof two-period contract. 
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Principal P's problem of maximizing (5) subject to the incentive 
compatibility, time-consistency, and participation constraints can be 
simplified as follows. Using the (binding) first-period participation 
constraint to substitute for E(wli) + E(w2i) in (5) converts the maxi- 
mand into 

eli- 1/2(eli) 2 + e2i - 1/2(e2)2 - 1/2 r var (wli + w2i) - VVW- . (9) 

Hence the optimal sequence of contracts maximizes W. the sum of 
P's and Ai's certainty equivalents, and we can take Was our mea- 
sure of total welfare. Note that U will affect only P's choice of lump- 
sum transfer al; it will have no impact on the optimal coefficients 

and e, on the optimal effort levels, or on total welfare. 
In a first-best world, in which P could perfectly observe ei, Pwould 

induce Ai to choose e* = 1, and Ai would face no wage risk. It follows 
that the first-best welfare level W* = 1. The welfare loss relative to 
the first-best can be expressed as 

L 1 - W= 1/2[(1 - el,)2 + (1 - e2i)2 + r var(wli + w2i)]. (10) 

It is often more convenient to work with L than with W 

A. Optimal Incentives in the One-Period Version of 
the Model 

The two-period model must be solved backward. Insight into the 
final period can be obtained from considering the one-period ver- 
sion of the model, which is of interest anyway as a benchmark. In 
the one-period model, Ai's reservation utility is exogenous and (like 
u above) has no effect on the optimal values of ,3 and E in wi - 

a + maxi + Ex1 or on the optimal value of e-. These values minimize 
the one-period welfare loss I relative to the first-best (the one-period 
analogue of L in [10]), subject to the incentive compatibility con- 
straint that Ai chooses ei to satisfy C'(ei) = ei = P. The problem 
facing P is thus equivalent to choosing 0 and E to minimize 

= 1/2[(1 - 1)2 + rvar(oxi + EXj)] (l ) 

= 1/2[(1 - j)2 + r&2(02 + E2 + 2_OEX)]. 

For any value of A, the optimal E minimizes the variance of wi; E = 

-P[cov(xi, xj)/var(xj)] = -OK. Thus the optimal contract has the 
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form wi = constant + 13[xi - E(xiIxj)], and var(wi) = 12 var(xiIxj) 
= 32vlca2 (see [3b]). The optimal 1 is given by 

I= 1 (12) 
1 + rcs2v,' 

and the minimized value of I is 

I= 1/2(l _1/2rCy2V 

1 + ra 2v1 

Define the strictly increasing loss function 

1/2rG2v 

1 + rc 2v 

which satisfies X(0) = 0 and X(oo) = 1/2. Then we have 

1= X(v1). (13) 

The value of CPI is evident: for any given 1, basing i's wage on x; 
as well as on xi reduces its variance to v1 = 1 - K2 times its original 
level. As a result, the welfare loss relative to the first-best falls from 
X (1) to X(v 1). This is precisely the insurance effect at work: with CPI, 
P can filter out some of the uncertainty, either about ai or about ui, 
that prevents accurate estimation of ei and can thereby lower the 
risk cost of providing incentives to Ai. In the one-period model, CPI 
always improves welfare and results in effort closer to its first-best 
level. 

B. Sequentially Optimal Incentives in the 
Two-Period Model 

In the two-period model, P chooses contracts period by period sub- 
ject to providing Ai with a period 2 certainty equivalent that rises 
with the total period 2 certainty equivalent at rate b; Ai works for P 
in both periods. The final stage is the same as the one-period model 
just analyzed, with the addition of information from period 1. Write 
the conditional expectation E(x2il x1i, x1j, x2>) in the form 

E(x2ilxlb, x1j, x2j) = e2i + y(xli - '1i) + 61(xlj- l (14) 
+ X2(x2j - ) 

where e', denotes the conjecture (which is correct in equilibrium) 
about k's effort in period t. In period 2, given any values of cC2 and 
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P2, Pchooses E2 to minimize var(w2ilx1i, x1j) = var(P2x2i + E2X2jlXli, 
Xlj), so the optimal 

L cOv(x2V, x2Xlix, x1I) 1 
var(x2jlxli, x1j) 

This yields 

Var(W2ilX1i, X1j) = (12)2 var(x2i1 X1i, Xs1, X21) = (12)2V2o2 

(see [3d]). Hence optimal effort incentives in period 2 are given by 

= 1 
e2i= 2= 2v' (15) 

1 + r(T 2V2 

obtained by replacing v, by v2 in (12). Thus the period 2 loss relative 
to the first-best is X(V2) (see [13]). 

At this point it might be useful to anticipate some general features 
of the analysis to follow. We have just seen that, as in the one-period 
model, CPI reduces the period 2 loss in the dynamic model by low- 
ering the risk cost of providing period 2 incentives. This is of course 
an instance of the insurance effect. However, equation (15) for opti- 
mal period 2 incentives is also a constraint on P's period 1 optimiza- 
tion problem, which, as was shown earlier (see [9]), is equivalent to 
the maximization of W. In general, CPI will have implications for 
this constraint-and, through this route, for optimal efforts and wel- 
fare-as well as for risk reduction. The analysis below reveals that 
the ratchet effect is the key to understanding the implications of this 
constraint. The bargaining power/reputation effect, on the other 
hand, does not influence optimal efforts and welfare (see proposi- 
tion 3 below), essentially because the solution to the problem of 
maximizing W does not depend on how the second-period surplus 
is shared. 

To explore the implications of CPI for effort incentives and wel- 
fare given (15), consider Ai's effort incentive in period 1. In addition 
to the explicit incentive 01, there are two types of implicit incentive, 
both arising from the adjustment of the a2 term, given the observed 
x1i and x1j, to meet Ai's period 2 participation constraint. This bind- 
ing constraint has the form ACE2 = s + b( TCE4, where s is an arbi- 
trary constant, 

ACE2 = a2 + [2E(X2i - 62x2JIx1i, X1j) - 1/2(e2)2- 1/2r(02)2v2ff2 
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and 

TCE2 = E(aijxXi, x1j) + e2, - 1/2(e2.)2 - 1/2r(32)2v2372. 

Solving for c2 and substituting into the wage contract (7) yields 

W2i= constant + bE(ail xij, x1j) 

+ 2[X2i - 2X2j- E(X2i- 62X21 Xli, X1j) ] (16) 

= constant + bE(aij x1j, x1j) + j2[X2i- E(X2iI Xli, X1, X2j) ], 

where constant = s + bi2i + (1 -b) [1/2 (e2i) 2 + 1/2r(f2)2v2Y2], which 
is independent of all output levels. The overall effective incentive coef- 
ficient in period 1, f31, which is the coefficient on x1i in Ai's overall 
wage w1i + w2i, is therefore given by 

I= PI + ba E(aijxji, x1j) - 02 E(x2ilxli, X1j, X2j) axii ax~~~~~~~i ~(17) 

I I3 + bN - P2Y, 

and Ai's first-period effort satisfies 

ei= 1. (18) 

The first of the two types of implicit incentives in (17) is the bar- 
gaining power/reputation effect that Ai gains fraction b of each unit 
increase in his expected ability E(aij x1j, x1j). The coefficient on x1i 
in this conditional expectation is V = t[(1 - ,IK)/(1 - K2)] as in 
Section II, so the size of this component of implicit incentives is bV. 
The second type of implicit incentive is the ratchet effect, which 
reduces w2i by P2Y for each unit increase in x1j, where y as given by 
(4) is the coefficient on x1i in E(x2il xli, xij, x2j). To understand the 
source of the ratchet effect, suppose that b is zero, so Ai's period 
2 reservation utility is independent of first-period outcomes. Then 
satisfying Ai's binding period 2 participation constraint requires bas- 
ing Ai's period 2 wage not on x2j alone but on X2i - E(x2il X1i, X1j, 

x2j), that is, on performance relative to expectations held at the start 
of period 2. The larger P2 is, the more Ai is penalized for high expec- 
tations about period 2 performance. Even when b is strictly positive, 
second-period compensation continues to be based on the deviation 
of actual performance from its expected level, but this term is now 
augmented by the term bE(ail x1j, x1j), which ensures that Ai's period 
2 certainty equivalent varies with first-period outcomes at the appro- 
priate rate. 

To derive the optimal contract in period 1, define il, by analogy 
with 1, as the coefficient on xlj in i's overall wage w1i + w2j. Then 
given the preceding analysis, we can express P's problem as choosing 
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the effective coefficients f1 and ei to minimize L, as defined in (10), 
subject to (15) and (18). Now 

var(wli + W2i) = var(o1x1i + ilxlj + P2x2i + E2X2j), 

and with E2 set optimally at -P262, we have 

var(w1i + W2i) = var[(01 + P27)X1i + RI + P281)xlj 

+ P2(X2i - YX1i - - 62X2>)] 

= var[(Ol + P27y)xli + (I + P2bI)xij] 

+ varfl2[x2i - E(x2ilXli, Xj, X2j)]} 

For any given 01, the optimal ei minimizes the first term above, so 

i, + P261 =-(i1 + P2Y) cov(x1i, xii) 
var(xlx) 

Thus var(w1i + w20) reduces to 

(PI + P2Y)2 var(xil x1j) + (12)2 var(x2il Xi, X1j, X2j) 

= (P1 + P2Y)2 V12 + (132)2 V2CS2. 

The principal's problem in period 1 therefore reduces to choos- 
ing the effective incentive coefficient P1 to minimize 

L= 1/2{(1 - 31)2 + (1 - 2)2 + r&2[(01 + P2M)2V1 + (A2)2V2]} (19) 

subject to (15). Since eli = 1 and e2i = P2, the following result is 
immediately apparent. 

PROPOSITION 3. With sequentially optimal contracts, the effort lev- 
els eli and e2i and the welfare loss L are independent of Ai's period 
2 bargaining power b. 

For given first-period explicit coefficients 13I and El, a change in 
b, which alters the strength of the reputation effect bW, alters both 
Ai's first-period effort eli and the risk premium 1/2r var(wli + w2i) . 
(There is no effect on second-period incentives or risk.) Neverthe- 
less, both eli and 1/2r var(wli + w2i) depend only on the overall wage 
wli + w2i. Therefore, the welfare impact of a change in b can be cost- 
lessly offset by appropriate changes in P13 and El that leave the ef- 
fective coefficients 1I and il, and hence w1i + w2i, unchanged. 

Unlike changes in the reputation effect, changes in the ratchet 
effect P32Y do affect welfare. When 1Py increases (other things equal), 
although it is feasible for P to keep 1P = eli unchanged by increasing 
PI by the same amount, such an adjustment is not costless: it raises 
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the risk cost of providing first-period incentives, h/2r& (fl + f2y) 2VI 
(see [19]).1o 

Proposition 3 reveals an important difference between the model 
of this section and the framework of Section II C. When we introduce 
sequentially optimal explicit contracts and risk-averse agents, the 
reputation and ratchet effects no longer have equal significance: 
only the ratchet effect influences effort levels and welfare." This is 
true even though the net implicit incentive, bI - 32Y, and hence 
the optimal explicit incentive PI depend on both the reputation and 
ratchet effects. Since we are focusing on the consequences of CPI 
for welfare and effort levels, all our results will be independent of 
the strength of the reputation effect by.12 

The optimal choice of Al satisfies 

1 - ro2vI327( 
(20) 

1 + ra 52v 

and the minimized value of L, when the correlation parameters are 
11 and p, is 

L(T1, p) = X(v) D{1 + 12y}2 + (V2) (21a) 

= k (VI) 12(1- + X,(VO ). 
X( (I) (1 p2)] 

The final term in (21a), X(v2), is the loss resulting from the period 
2 uncertainty in x2i conditional on xj, xj, and x2j. The term X(vj) 
is the loss resulting from the period 1 uncertainty in x1i conditional 
on xj (compare [13] for the one-period model). In (21a), X(vj) is 
multiplied by {1 + 2y}2 

2 1. The larger the ratchet effect 27Y the 
more costly it is to provide first-period incentives, and the larger the 
first period's contribution to the overall welfare loss. 

10 Since neither P2 nor y is an exogenous parameter, unlike b, changes in the 
ratchet effect are in practice accompanied by changes in other variables, in particu- 
lar the conditional variances vl and v2 (as detailed below). Nevertheless, the argu- 
ment above isolates the effect on welfare of changes in the ratchet effect per se. 

" With risk-neutral agents, sequentially optimal contracts could achieve the first- 
best outcome, so welfare would be independent of both the ratchet and the reputa- 
tion effects (see Lazear 1986). 

12 Gibbons and Murphy (1992) examine the implication of changes in implicit 
incentives over the course of a manager's career for optimal explicit incentives. They 
do not consider CPI, nor do they examine welfare. Assuming that b = 1, they show 
that, over time, net implicit incentives decline and, in consequence, optimal explicit 
incentives rise. 
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C. Analysis of the Effects of Comparative 

Performance Information 

We now examine the impact of CPI on incentives, risk, and overall 
welfare in our model of sequentially optimal contracts. We consider 
how dynamic incentives-notably the ratchet effect-modify the 
conclusion from the static analysis that CPI is always beneficial. In 
the dynamic setting, there may be a welfare cost from the impact of 
CPI on the ratchet effect that outweighs the static benefit of im- 
proved insurance, so CPI may lower overall welfare. On the other 
hand, there are circumstances in which not only is CPI beneficial 
for the ratchet effect, but this dynamic benefit exceeds the static one 
of improved insurance. We thus show that the dynamic effect of CPI 
can be larger in magnitude than the static effect, whether it opposes 
or reinforces it, and we characterize these possibilities in terms of 
the parameters rl, p, t, and rcY2. 

The absence of CPI is equivalent to the case rj = p = 0, when the 
welfare loss relative to the first-best is 

L(0, 0) -iX(1){1 + ?t}2 + X(1 t2) (22) 

- (){X(i - t;)j+X(- 
where = 1 /[1 + r&2(1 -t2)]. The net welfare gain (or loss if 
negative) from CPI is therefore defined as 

G(rj, p) L(O, 0) - L(r1, p). (23) 

Comparative performance information affects the net welfare 
gain in two ways. First, there is the insurance gain, which we define 
as 

G1(i, p) L(0, 0) -2(v1){1 + Xt}2- (V2). (24) 

This is the net welfare change, with the term in braces in (22) held 
constant, from the reduction in the conditional variances of Ai's out- 
puts x1i and x2i when Aj's outputs become observable. That is, GI 
measures the gain from improved estimation of Ai's efforts eli and e2i, 
abstracting from any change in the size of the ratchet effect, which is 
P'2t in the absence of CPI. It is always the case that GI ? 0, because 
the conditional variances of both x1i and x2i fall as a result of CPI: 
the former from C&2 to v102 just as in the one-period model of sub- 
section A and the latter from (1 - t2) C2 to V2 s2. 

Second, there is the ratchet gain (or loss), which we define as 

GR(TX, p) = X(V1) {1 + 300t}2 + (v2) - L(r, p). (25) 
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This measures the net gain or loss resulting from the influence of 
CPI on the ratchet effect, after allowing for the insurance gain: CPI 
changes the size of the ratchet effect from P T to 27Y 

Since G = GI + GR and GI ' 0, it is clear that GR ' 0 is a sufficient 
condition for G&> 0. The ratchet gain GR is nonnegative if 

f2CY < I2T. (26) 

However, 02> > 2, since period 2 incentives are inversely related to 
the conditional variance of x2i (see [15]), which CPI reduces. As to 
the relative sizes of y and T, it is evident from (4) that 

sgn 

Y - T = (P - 1) (P + 'IT). (27) 

It follows that if p + Alt ? 0, then the ratchet gain GR ' O whenever 
p ' rj. Under these conditions, therefore, the adverse consequences 
of CPI from the strengthening of the ratchet effect conflict with the 
beneficial effect of improved insurance, and the net welfare impact 
of CPI is ambiguous. 

Two special cases in which the ratchet gain is zero, so that CPI is 
certain to increase welfare, are the cases T = 0 and T = 1. The param- 
eter T reflects the informativeness of period 1 outputs about period 
2 performance and hence the strength of the intertemporal linkage. 
If X = 0, then y = 0; so (26) is an equality, and GR = 0. In this case, 
G = 2R(1) - X(1 - p2)] ? 0, with strict inequality if p ? 0. With T 
= 0, period 1 outputs provide no information about period 2 perfor- 
mance, so each period of the two-period model is equivalent to the 
static model (in which, with T = 0, K = p). 

If T = 1, then P2 = 1 and also y = 1 and f2 = 1, for all (1i, p). 
Therefore, (26) is an equality, and GR = 0. In this case, G= 4[X(1) 
- X(1 - p2)] : 0, with strict inequality if il ? 0. With T = 1, the 
informativeness of period 1 outputs about period 2 performance is 
at its greatest (var[x2il x1h] = 0), so the ratchet effect is at its strongest 
(P2'y = 1), even in the absence of CPI. Therefore, CPI makes the 
ratchet effect no worse, and so operates only via the insurance gain 
(in period 1). Hence G ' 0. 

Another case in which the ratchet gain GR = 0, so that the overall 
gain G > 0, occurs when 1(2 = 1 (which arises when Ti = p = 1 or 
1i = p = -1). In this case, CPI reduces the conditional variances of 
both x1i and x2i to zero and hence allows the first-best outcome to 
be achieved. 

We can summarize the results above in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4. Each of the following conditions is sufficient for 

the ratchet gain GR to be zero and for G, the net welfare impact of 
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CPI, to be strictly positive: (i) t = 0 and p ? 0, (ii) t = 1 and rl ? 

0, or (iii) K2 = 1. 
Of course, G can be positive even if GR < 0. For example, as long 

as 1 - K2 < 1/7 and r&2 c 1, we can be certain that G > 0. These 
conditions ensure that X(1) /X(v,) 2 4 and hence that the insurance 
benefit in the first period outweighs even the largest possible 
strengthening of the ratchet effect (from Pct = 0 to ,32Y = 1). 

On the other hand, it is entirely possible that CPI reduces welfare 
(which cannot happen in the static model). For example, if il = 0, 
p = 1, and T E [1/2, 1), then G < 0 (see proposition 7 below). To 
characterize the range of parameter values for which CPI is good/ 
bad, we shall focus on il and p in the "positive quadrant," that is, 
(11, p) E [0, 1]2, with t and ro2 held fixed for the time being. Of 
particular interest is the locus of points in (ri, p) space such that 
G(i, p) = 0. The example just given in which G < 0 illustrates that 
such a locus will pass through the interior of the positive quadrant 
for at least some values of t and r02. The following statement summa- 
rizes some comparative static results on rl and p. 

PROPOSITION 5. Given 11 E [0, 1] and p E [0, 1], (i) var(xi1x1j) 
and var(x2i1 xi, xj, x2>) are both decreasing in il and in p; (ii) y is 
decreasing in il; (iii) y is increasing in p if p 2 al; (iv) L(Ti, p) is 
decreasing in il; and (v) L(Ti, p) is decreasing in p if il = 1, and at 
p = 0 for all Ti > 0. 

Results iv and v imply that in (Ti, p) space, iso-welfare contours 
cut the il = 1 boundary and the p = 0 axis with a negative slope. 

To develop additional sufficient conditions for CPI to increase 
welfare, an informative case to examine is p = il. If either (i) risk 
aversion is not too important (r02 c 1, which also guarantees that 
eli -5 PI 0) or (ii) the intertemporal linkage is not too strong (a 
_ z3 - 1), then we can show that welfare increases as the common 
value of p and il, which is simply K, increases. Although increasing 
K strengthens the ratchet effect (because P2 increases while y remains 
unchanged at a), the bound on either r&2 or t ensures that this 
change is outweighed by the insurance gain. Combining this result 
with result iv in proposition 5 gives the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 6. The net welfare impact of CPI, G, is strictly posi- 
tive if Ti 2 p 2 0 (with at least one strict inequality) and either r02 

1 or t 3 - 1. 
When CPI weakens the ratchet effect, this dynamic benefit can 

sometimes even exceed the static insurance gain: GR can actually 
exceed GI. For example, if p = 0, then as t -* 0, GR/ GI -* 4/3 for 
all r&2 and for all Ti ? 0. 

On the other hand, CPI reduces welfare if GR is larger in magni- 
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tude than GI but negative. Since welfare is increasing in Al, GR/ GI 
< -1 is most likely when il = 0. In fact, if 1r = 0, then as t -* 1, 
GR/GI - -2(1 + 2r)/(1 + r) < -2 for all ro2 and for all p ? 0. 

We can learn more about when CPI is likely to reduce welfare. 
Numerical analysis suggests that, when Tl = 0, the net welfare impact 
of CPI is more likely to be negative the larger p is. (As p approaches 
one, the ratchet effect y2Y approaches its maximum size of one.) For 
(11 = 0, p = 1), the following proposition shows that CPI is more 
likely to lower welfare, the stronger the intertemporal linkage is (the 
larger t is) and the more important risk aversion is (the larger r&2 
is) . 

PROPOSITION 7. Assume that il = 0 and p = 1. Then for all r&2 
E (0, co), there exists (r&2) E (0, 1/2) such that G, the net welfare 
impact of CPI, is (i) strictly positive for t < (r02), (ii) strictly nega- 
tive fort E (X(r&2), 1), and (iii) zero fort = (r&2) ort = 1. Further- 
more, (ro2) is a strictly decreasing function of r&, lima2,0 T(r&) 
- 1/2, and limr,2,,. X(rO2) = 0. 

Proposition 7 highlights how the welfare impact of CPI can differ 
according to whether or not implicit incentives are present. In the 
one-period version of the model, in which all incentives are explicit, 
the welfare loss is X(0) in the absence of CPI and X[1 - (1 - t)2] 

given CPI with (ij = 0, p = 1). Thus for all X < l and for all r02, 
CPI improves welfare, and the improvement is greater the smaller 
t is. (Smaller t means that relatively more of the uncertainty in out- 
puts stems from the transient shocks, which are perfectly correlated 
when p = 1.) In the dynamic model, with implicit incentives affect- 
ing welfare through the ratchet effect, it remains true that for t 

small, CPI with (ij = 0, p = 1) improves welfare. However, for any 
ro2, there is a critical value of t above which CPI with (Ti = 0, p = 
1) reduces welfare, and this critical value is decreasing in r& . 

Figure 1 illustrates the welfare effects of the parameters of the 
model. Each box in the figure shows iso-welfare contours in (11, p) 
space for (TI, p) E [0, 1].2 Welfare is increasing in il (by part iv of 
proposition 5), and the first-best is attained when rj = p = 1. Risk 
aversion is more important in the right-hand column (r02 = 0.5) 
than in the left (r& = 0.1). The parameter t decreases in steps from 
one to zero as one moves down the rows. In the top (bottom) row, 
welfare is independent of p (ri), and so the contours are vertical 
(horizontal). In both cases, GR = 0. The contours flatten as t de- 
creases, reflecting the growing significance of p relative to 11. (Recall 
that var[u u] /var[ak] = [1 - I] /t.) In the shaded regions, which 
exist if T E [1/2, 1) (by proposition 7), CPI reduces welfare (G < 0). 
The contours have a negative slope if p = 0 or Ti = 1 (and t E (0, 
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FIG. 1.-Iso-welfare contours in (71, p) space; in shaded regions, CPI reduces 
welfare. 
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1)) -see part v of proposition 5-but can have either slope if p = 
1 or Ti = 0. Thus it is ambiguous whether welfare is increasing in p 
in the latter cases. 

We now summarize some of our main findings. Comparative per- 
formance information is always beneficial if X = 0 (no intertemporal 
linkage) or X = 1 (no transient shocks) because then it causes no 
change in the ratchet effect. Higher correlation in intrinsic produc- 
tivities, Al, increases the insurance gain and also eases the ratchet 
problem. Higher correlation in transient shocks, p, increases the in- 
surance gain but usually worsens the ratchet problem. The ratchet 
gain/loss can be more important than the insurance gain in the 
sense that GR> G1 and -GR> GI are both possible. Thus the dy- 
namic effect of CPI can have significance comparable to that of the 
static insurance effect. 

IV. Applications and Extensions 

A. An Application to Job Swapping 

The analysis so far has assumed that, whether or not CPI is available, 
agents continue to perform the samejob for two periods. However, 
if Ai and Aj both work for P, then P has available an alternative 
means of generating CPI: she can have the agents swapjobs between 
periods 1 and 2. We now examine the consequences, for implicit 
incentives and welfare, of CPI when agents swap jobs. 

If each agent performs the same job for two periods, then it is 
irrelevant whether the random variable a represents a characteristic 
of the agent or of his job. By contrast, if agents swap jobs between 
periods, then incentives and risk are affected by the source of the 
variation in a. For simplicity, we assume here that a is a purely job- 
specific productivity variable. That is, if agents swap jobs between 
periods and if we let ak denote the uncertain productivity of the job 
performed by agent k in period 1, then period 2 outputs are given 
by 

92i= e2i + aj + 
U2i,(28) 

X2j = e2j + ai + U2j. 

Period 1 outputs are still given by (1), and the parameters rj, p, and 
X are still defined as in Section III. 

With job swapping, Ai's period 2 contract depends on P's beliefs 
about a1, and Ai's implicit incentives in period 1 arise from the sensi- 
tivity of these beliefs to i's first-period output. The ratchet effect is 
represented by P2(a/aXxi)E( 12i1Xli, x1j, 921), which, in terms of the 
outputs in the original model, is P2(a/ax11)E(x2i1X1i, X1j, X2j) P-261. 
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The optimal value of P 2 is still given by (15). The period 1 and period 
2 conditional variances of Ai's output are each the same with job 
swapping as without and equal vIo2 and v2&2, respectively. It follows 
that with job swapping, the welfare loss in P's relationship with Ai, 
L's (il, p), is given by 

Ljs(rl, p) = X(v1){I + P 261} + X(V2) (29) 

Comparison of (29) with (21a) shows that the insurance gain from 
introducing CPI is the same whether or not P employs job swap- 
ping. On the other hand, the ratchet effect is always weaker with job 
swapping than without. This is so since, by (15), P2 is the same in 
the two cases, and 61 ' My when agents swap jobs, each one's ex- 
pected period 2 output is less sensitive to his period 1 performance 
than when they do not. It thus follows that, when CPI is available, 
welfare is higher with job swapping than without. 

We can also show that the introduction of CPI with job swapping 
is certain to raise welfare relative to the case in which the second 
agent is absent, as long as risk aversion is not too important. This 
follows because either 61 is negative, so that CPI with job swapping 
actually generates a ratchet effect that enhances incentives, or CPI 
raises welfare even without job swapping. 

These observations are summarized in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let the random variable a represent a purely job- 

specific attribute. (i) When CPI is available, welfare when agents 
swap jobs between periods 1 and 2 is at least as high as when they 
do not, for all (11, p) E [-1, 1]2, for all T E [0, 1], and for all r02 
> 0. (ii) If r&2 c 1, then welfare from P's relationship with Ai is at 
least as high when CPI is available and agents swap jobs as in the 
absence of A1, for all (11, p, T) E [0, 1]3. 

Other authors (e.g., Ickes and Samuelson 1987) have noted that 
job rotation can be useful in organizations as a means of mitigating 
the ratchet effect arising when employees possess job-specific private 
information. Our analysis extends this observation by showing that, 
when CPI is available, a special type ofjob rotation, namelyjob swap- 
ping, is attractive: job-swapping leaves the risk-reduction benefits of 
CPI unchanged, while reducing the severity of the ratchet effect. 
Furthermore, when risk aversion is not too important and job swap- 
ping is feasible, then the introduction of CPI always raises welfare. 

B. Extensions 

In the regulation model of Section IIB, we assumed that the two 
firms were separately owned and behaved noncooperatively. A natu- 
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ral question to ask in that setting is howjoint ownership of the firms 
would affect incentives and efficiency if underjoint ownership exter- 
nalities between firms were internalized. It is straightforward to show 
that the ratchet effect is weaker, and hence efficiency is greater, un- 
der joint ownership than under separate ownership if and only if 
the correlation in transient shocks, p, exceeds the correlation in in- 
trinsic efficiencies, rl. 

A very similar issue arises in the employment model of Section III 
if both agents work for the same principal. Instead of paying the 
agents on the basis of relative performance and encouraging them 
to compete (i.e., behave noncooperatively), the principal could base 
their wages on their joint output and enable them to monitor one 
another, thus encouraging them to behave cooperatively. In static 
analyses comparing "competition" and "cooperation," the pre- 
ferred mode of job design is the one under which the insurance 
effect is stronger (see Holmstrom and Milgrom 1990; Itoh 1992). 
Meyer (1995) extends the model of Section III to compare competi- 
tion and cooperation in a dynamic setting with limited precommit- 
ment. In such a setting, the relative efficiency of these different ap- 
proaches to designing jobs depends not only on their contributions 
to the static insurance effect but also on their dynamic impacts on 
the ratchet effect. Just as we found in Section III, the dynamic effects 
can be the more important ones. 

Dynamic incentive effects are also important for other issues in 
job design, for example, the assignment of tasks to agents. When 
should two agents be made jointly responsible for the performance 
of a single task? When tasks differ, should those assigned to each 
agent be homogeneous or heterogeneous? Static analyses of these 
questions have hinged on the effect of task assignments on the insur- 
ance-incentive trade-off (see Holmstrom and Milgrom 1991; Itoh 
1992). Meyer, Olsen, and Torsvik's (1996) extension of our analysis 
shows that, in a dynamic setting with limited precommitment, the 
prescriptions from static analyses can be reversed. Decisions about 
task assignments have important dynamic impacts on the ratchet ef- 
fect, and in environments in which the ratchet problem is severe, 
these dynamic effects can outweigh the static insurance consider- 
ations.13 

A final extension is to examine whether the results of our two- 
agent analysis of CPI are robust to the introduction of additional 
agents. In our discussion paper (Meyer and Vickers 1994), we sup- 

13 In a related vein, Olsen and Torsvik (1995) and Olsen (1996) emphasize the 
importance of the ratchet effect in evaluating organizational design decisions such 
as decentralization and vertical integration. 
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pose that P can observe the performance of N symmetrically placed 
agents, each producing output according to (1), and examine the 
limiting case as N -o oo. The main lesson we draw is that our earlier 
conclusions are indeed robust. With N -> oo, the effects of CPL on 
implicit incentives can still have the same order of significance as 
its risk-reduction benefits. Just as with N = 2, CPI with N - 00 can 
exacerbate the ratchet effect by so much as to outweigh the insur- 
ance gain. Nevertheless, we do find one contrast: whereas CPI with 
N = 2 can reduce welfare even for arbitrarily small values of risk 
aversion, CPI with N -> oo can never be harmful if risk aversion is 
small. 

V. Summary and Conclusion 

The analysis in this paper illustrates a general point about the value 
of comparative performance information in agency relationships. If, 
as in the standard one-period principal-agent problem, the principal 
faces information constraints only, then CPI always has positive value 
because it effectively eases the information constraints. In particular, 
CPI allows explicit incentives to be provided at lower cost in terms 
of risk; we have termed this the insurance effect. If, however, the 
principal in addition faces constraints on precommitment possibili- 
ties, then the effect of CPL on these constraints can also have consid- 
erable significance. 

In the simple models in Section II, no explicit incentives can be 
designed. Comparative performance information influences incen- 
tives and efficiency only via implicit incentives, and specifically via 
the reputation effect and the ratchet effect. (In the model of mana- 
gerial career concerns, only the reputation effect, which enhances 
incentives, is present; in the yardstick regulation model, the only 
source of implicit incentives is the ratchet effect, which dampens 
incentives.) Whether CPI raises or lowers efficiency is shown to de- 
pend on the correlation between agents' intrinsic characteristics rel- 
ative to that between the transitory shocks affecting their perfor- 
mances. Also important is the relative strength of the reputation and 
ratchet effects when they are simultaneously present. 

Section III studied a two-period model in which explicit incentives 
are choice variables but contracts are constrained to be sequentially 
optimal. That is, the principal cannot commit ex ante not to set pe- 
riod 2 contract terms other than optimally in the light of informa- 
tion gained in period 1. It is shown that, with this dynamic consis- 
tency constraint, CPI can significantly influence the ratchet effect, 
which is a key determinant of overall incentives and of welfare. 
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(While CPI also influences the reputation effect on incentives, this 
effect is now irrelevant for welfare as long as explicit contracts can 
be designed.) Comparative performance information reduces the 
ratchet effect, and through this route improves welfare, if the corre- 
lation between the transitory shocks to agents' performances is not 
too great relative to that between their intrinsic characteristics. How- 
ever, the influence of CPI on the ratchet effect can be detrimental 
to welfare in other circumstances, and it is quite possible for this 
cost to outweigh the familiar benefit of CPI in terms of risk reduc- 
tion. Thus, when there are constraints on the principal's powers of 
precommitment, it is essential in evaluating the impact of CPI to 
take account of its influence on the ratchet effect. 

Appendix 

A. Derivation of Equations (3d) and (4) 

The conditional expectation E(x2il Xl? x1j, x2>) has the linear form 

E(x2ilx1h, X1j, x2j) = e2i + 'Y(Xli - 1i) + 61(xlj - (Al) 

+ 62(X2j -2j) 

Then var(x2il x1i, X1j, x2>) v22 and (y, 6,, 62) are derived by solving 

min E{[x2i - e2i - y(xli - ei) - 61(xlj - eIj) - 62(x2J - j2j)]2} 

= min [1 + y2 + (61)2 + (62)2 - 2K(62 - 761) (A2) 
Y98152 

- 2r(y - 6162) - 29r(61 - 762)] f2. 

The first-order conditions associated with y, 61, and 62, respectively, are 

0 = Y + K61 - XC + i-62, 

O = 61 + ICY + 62 - 11x, (A3) 
o = 62 - K + -r61 + rVY 

Equation (4) solves these simultaneous equations for y. With (A2) they com- 
bine to give the expression for v2& in (3d). 

B. Derivation of Equations (20) and (21) 

Differentiate the welfare loss L in (19) with respect to p1 to get the first- 
order condition 

0 = -(1 - f1) + r&2(f1 + 02y)V1, (A4) 

which implies (20). Multiply the right-hand side of (A4) by 1/2(1 - 1), and 
add the result, which equals zero, to (19) to obtain 
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L= '/2{(1-022) + rG2[(1 + P27) ((1 + P27)yV1 + (A2)2V2]} 

= 1/2[(1 - (32) 2 + r& (A2)2 V2] + 1/2Vr2v(1 + P327) (-1 + 1 + P27) 

= X(v2) + I/2r02v (1 + P2y)2(I + -rV + 1) (A5) 

= X(V2) + (1 + (327) X(vI), 

which is (21a). (The derivation of the penultimate line above used [15] 
and [20].) Furthermore, 

1 + (27 = 1 - 2 + (2(1 + Y) 

=1-P2 + (32V2 from (3d) 

rG 2v2 [ + 1 from (15) 
1+ rG2 L r&( (1 -T) (1 - p2)J 

_ X(v2) 

X(1 - t)(1 - p2)] 

Equations (A5) and (A6) imply (21b). 

C. Proof of Proposition 5 

Part i.-For ri ? 0 and p ? 0, K2 = [ryr + p(l - T)]2 is increasing, and 
therefore vl = (1 - K2) is decreasing, in both 11 and p. Applying the enve- 
lope theorem to (A2) yields 

JV2 = -2X(62 - 76I + 6I - 762) = -2X(1 - 7) (62 + 6k1) 
all 

Equations (A3) imply that 62 + 81 ? 0 andy s 1. Therefore, V2 is decreasing 
in 1l. The same method implies that 

DV2 2 (1 -)[(1 - y)61 + (1 + 7)p]i O 

and hence that v2 is decreasing in p also. 
Parts ii and iii.-Differentiate y as given by (4). 
Part iv.-Using part i of the proposition and the definition of X), we 

know that X(vj) and X(v2) are decreasing in il. Since (1 - T) (1 - p2) is 

independent of 1q, it follows from (21b) that L is decreasing in 19. 
Part v.-We set 1 = 1 and use (21a) to evaluate 

DL = iL 3v1 + DL av2 + L acy (A7) 

ap aJV ap aV2 JP syoap 
From part i, avi/ap s 0 and "v2/4p s 0. Differentiation of (4) when 1 
= 1 shows that ay/ap s 0. Clearly, aLlav, ? 0 and aL/ay ? 0. We show 
below that when 1 = 1, aL/av2 ? 0. It then follows from (A7) that aL/ap 
S< 0. 
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From (21a), 

iL - 2yX(V) (1 + p27) 02 + X'(V2) 
)v2 )v2 

02 
- [2yk (vI) (1 + NO27) - 1/2] from (15) 

aV2 

s 1/2 - 2YX(v1) (1 + P2y7) 

To show that JL/Jv2 2 0, it is sufficient to prove that X(vj) (1 + NO27) I 
since, for 1 = 1, (4) implies that y ' 1/2: 

sgn r& 2VI 1 37 
1/2 - X(VI) (1 + P 27) = 1 - 

I + rv 
P27) (A8) 

sgn 1 + rG2v2 - r2v1Y. 

We now show that v2 ? vly, which implies that (A8) ? 0 and hence that 
DLIav2 2 0: 

V2 vlyx (1 + y)(1 (1-p2) 

2 7(I + K) (1-T (1 p) when '9 = 1 

X (1 + y) (1 + p) 2 Y(1 + K) 

X=1 + p yt(1-p) when l9 = 1. 

This last inequality is always true. 
To prove the second part of part v, fix ii > 0 and consider DL/ap at 

p = 0. From part i, we know that X(vj) and X(v2) are decreasing in p. The 
derivative with respect to p of the term in braces in (21b) is 

'(v2)(Dv2/4p) + 2p(I - r)X'[(1 - t)(1 - p2)]X(V2) 

[(l - C)(1 - p2)] {X[(1 - )(1 - p2)]12 

With p = 0 and ii > 0, the first of these terms is negative and the second 
is zero. Thus the term in braces is decreasing in p, and therefore the same 
is true of L. 

D. Proof of Proposition 6 

Given part iv of proposition 5, it suffices to establish that if p = ii = K and 
either r& ? 1 or X- ' - 1, then L is decreasing in K. Since, with p = 

ii, VI = 1 -K2 and v2 = (1 - 2) V1, this is equivalent to establishing that 

__ X[(I - 2) VI] 2 

L(V1) X(V1) V(1 )v] J + 
] 

[(1- 

is increasing in vI. From the fact that zX'(z) = X(z) [1 - 2X(z)], it follows 
that 
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Vl dL X(V,)X(V2) {1-2k(vl)-4X(V2) + 4X[(1-)vI]j 
X (v2) dv, {I [ (1 - ]) + [] ]2 (A9) 

+ [1 - 2X(V2)]. 

Suppose that roy2 1. Then it can be shown that X[(1 - t)vj] > 
2X(vI)X(v2) and X(V2) < 1/4. Therefore, 

1 - 2X(vI) - 4X(V2) + 4X[(1 - t)vl] 

> 1 - 2X(vl) - 4X(V2) + 8X(vI)X(v2) = [1 - 2X(vl)] [1 - 4X(V2)] > 0. 

Hence the right-hand side of (A9) is positive if roy2 - 1, so L is decreasing 
in K, as required. 

Finally, define Q =rG2 (1 - K2). Straightforward algebraic manipulation 
shows that 

dL sgn 

dvI 

where h(Q, t) = ao () + aI(r)Q+ a2Q() Q + a3(Q)Q'; ao(r) = -2; al(r) 
- 2(1 -) (Xr2 _- -3) S 0 if X E [0, 1]; a2(Q) = (1 -) (7X2 + 2t -6) 

O if X E [0 (443 - 1)/7]; and a3 () = (1-I) (1 -2) (X)2 + 2t -2) ? 

O if XT E= [O. 4-3- 11. Note that 4-3- I < (44-3 -1) / 7 < 1. If 'T -- 4-3 - 

then ai(T) <0 for i = 1, 2, 3; so for all Q? 0, hQ(Q, T) ? 0 and therefore 
h(Q, t) < 0. Therefore, if X 13 - 1, L is decreasing in K, as required. 

E. Proof of Proposition 7 

Define R r 2. The expression for L(0, 0) is given by (22). With (T1 = 0, 
p = 1), y = 1, vl = T(2 - T), v2 = 0, and P2 = 1; so, from (21a), L(O, 1) 
= 2Rt(2 -) / [1 + RT (2 - t)]. Lengthy but straightforward algebraic 
manipulation shows that 

sgn 
L(0, 0) - L(0, 1) = (1 - T)g(T, R), (A10) 

where g(c, R) = 5^=obk(R)tk; bo(R) = 2 + 4R + 2R2; b,(R) =-(4 + 14R 
+ 14R2 + 4R3); b2(R) =-(5R + 6R2 + 2R3); b3(R) = 7R + 14R2 + 6R3; 
b4(R) = R12 + 2R13; and b5(R) =-(3R2 + 2R13). Clearly, if X = 1, L(0, 0) 
- L(0, 1). 

The argument below, which is valid for all R ? 0, establishes that g(r, R) 
has a unique t-root in (0, 1) and crosses the T-axis from above. 

Step i. (, R) is quadratic in X with a negative coefficient on t2, and 
g,(0, R) > 0. Hence g . (T, R) has at most one T-root in (0, 1] and at such 
a root crosses the T-axis from above. 

Step ii.-Step i, coupled with gr (O, R) < 0 and go (1, R) > 0, implies that 
g,,(t, R) has a unique T-root in (0, 1) and crosses the T-axis from below. 

Step iii.-Step ii, coupled with g,(0, R) < 0, implies that gx(t, R) has at 
most one T-root in (0, 1] and at such a root crosses the T-axis from below. 

Step iv.-Step iii, coupled with g(O, R) > 0 and g(l, R) < 0, implies that 
g(r, R) has a unique t-root in (0, 1). This root, t (R)), is such that if X 5 
t (R), g(r, R) Z 0. This proves parts i-iii of the proposition. 
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Now express g(t, R) in the form 

g(t, R) = co(T) + cl(r)R + c2(t)R2 + c3(t)R3, (All) 

where co () = 2 - 4, cl(X) = 4 - 14t - 5X2 + 7X3, C2( ) = 2 - 14t - 6X2 
+ 14t3 + 4 -3X5, and c3() = -4t - 2t2 + 6X3 + 2X4 - 2X5. Since limRo 
g(,, R) = 2 -4T, limR1o T(R) = 1/2. Also, since cj('/2) < 0 for i = 1, 2, 3, 
it follows, from step iv above, that (R) E (0, 1/2) for all R > 0. 

To complete the proof, we use the following facts, which are easily veri- 
fied: 

co(T) > 0 V T E (0, 1/2), (Al2a) 

c3(T) < 0 V T E (0, 1/2], (Al2b) 

3 X E (0, 1/2) such that if X E (0, i], cl(X) ? 0 

and if X E (-r, 1/2], cl (X) < ?, (Al2c) 

c2( ) < c1(X) V T E (0, 1'2]. (Al2d) 

To prove that X (R) is strictly decreasing in R, it is sufficient to show that 
g,(, R) < 0 for all T E [0, 1/2], for all R, and gR(t(R), R) < 0 for all R. 

From (Al0), it is easily checked that g ('/2, R) < 0 for all R and, from 
step iii above, it follows that g, (t, R) < 0 for all t e [0, 1/2], for all R. 

To show that gR(t(R), R) < 0 for all R, use (All) to write 

gR(t(R), R) = c1(r(R)) + 2RC2Q((R)) + 3R2c3(t(R)) (Al3a) 

- I [g(r(R), R) - co(t(R))] 
R 

+ R [g(t(R), R) - co ((R)) - Rci (t(R))] (Al3b) 

+ R2c3(T(R)). 

Suppose that R is such that t(R) e (i, 1/2]. Then from (A12), ci(t(R)) < 
O for i = 1, 2, 3. Hence, from (Al3a), gR(t(R), R) < 0. The only other 
possibility is that R is such that t (R) e (0, f]. Then from (A12), co(t (R)) 
> 0, c,(t(R)) ? 0, and c3(t(R)) < 0. Since g(tc(R), R) = 0 by definition 
of r (R), it follows from (Al3b) that gR(t (R), R) < 0. This completes the 
proof that t (R) is strictly decreasing in R. 

To show that limRt -(R) = 0, observe, using (All) and (Al2b), that for 
any r e (0, 1/2), by choosing R large enough, we can ensure that g(t, R) < 
0. Therefore, no strictly positive value of t can equal limR, -t (R). Since t (R) 
e (0, 1/2) for all R > 0, it follows that limR-O -T(R) = 0. 

F. Proof of Proposition 8 

Part i.-The coefficients y, 61, and 62 are defined by (Al). From the formu- 
las for ordinary least squares regression coefficients, it is easily checked that 
(7, 81, 82) E [-1, 1]3forallTe [0, 1] andforall (l, p) e [-1, 1]2. Manipula- 
tion of (A3) yields 
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(7-5a)(1 -K) = -(1 -i) (1 + 62). 

Thus, for all t e [0, 1] and for all (Ti, p) E [-1, 1]2, y ?6 1, and hence 0 
? 1 + p261 5 1 + 2RY. It then follows from comparison of (21a) and (29) 
that welfare with job swapping is at least as high as without job swapping, 
for all r&2 > 0. 

Part ii. -Welfare in the absence of Ai is L(0, 0), as given by (22). Suppose 
first that 11 > p and (11, p, t) e [0, 1] 3. Then 

L(O, 0) > L(11, p) if rG2 s 1, by proposition 6 

? Lis (l1, p) by part i of proposition 8. 

Suppose instead that 11 ? p and (11, p, r) e [0, 1] 3. Then it follows from 
(A3) that 61 s -rqt s 0, and hence 0 s 1 + B2681 s 1 + PB. This inequality, 
coupled with part i of proposition 5, implies that L(0, 0) ? Lis (9, p). 
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